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THE final inclusive combination

The HERAPDF2.0 today

The HERAPDF2.0 tomorrow

Beyond HERAPDF



Deep Inelastic Scattering (DIS) is the best tool to probe proton structure

Gluon from the scaling violations: DGLAP 

equations tell us how the partons evolve
LO expressions

dg(x,Q2)
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The combination of the HERA data yields a very accurate and consistent data set for 4 

different processes: e+p and e-p Neutral and Charged Current reactions.

The use of the single consistent data set allows the usage of the conventional χ2 

tolerance Δχ2 = 1 when setting 68%CL experimental errors

NOTE the use of a pure proton target means d-valence is extracted without need for 

heavy target/deuterium corrections or strong iso-spin assumptions. These are the only 

PDFs for which this is true

HERAPDF evaluates model uncertainties and parametrisation uncertainties in addition 

to experimental uncertainties

HERAPDF1.0 was based on the combination of HERA-I data

HERAPDF1.5 included preliminary HERA-II data

Now there is a new final combination of HERA-I and HERA-II data which will supersede 

the HERA-I combination

This comprises Neutral and Charged Current  e-p scattering data using  electron 

and positron beams at ~27 GeV and proton beam energies: 920, 820,575, 460 GeV.

The lower proton beam energies allow a measurement of FL and thus give more 

information on the gluon.

A new PDF fit HERAPDF2.0 has been performed to these new final combined  

inclusive cross section data from  HERA.

The HERAPDF approach uses only HERA data
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HERAPDF specifications: parametrisation and χ2 definition

15/14 parameters at NLO//NNLO
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•Values of  Mc
opt and its uncertainties from scanning χ2 for fits including HERA charm combination 

data

•Value of fs from considering ATLAS result AND neutrino di-muon results

HERAPDF specifications: sources of uncertainty

from

15/16
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A minimum value of Q2 for data allowed in the 

fit is imposed to ensure that pQCD is 

applicable. For HERAPDF the usual value is 

Q2 > 3.5 GeV2  but consider the variation of χ2 

with this cut

Fits for two Q2 cuts will be presented: Q2 > 3.5 and Q2 >10 GeV2

Note that HERA kinematics is such that cutting out low Q2 also 

cuts the lowest x values

•The χ2 decreases with increase of Q2 

minimum  until Q2
min ~ 10 GeV2

•The same effect was observed in HERA-1 

data

•NLO is obviously better than LO but 

NNLO is not significantly better than NLO

•This is independent of heavy flavour 

scheme (see next slide)

•See also comparison to data in back-up

HERAPDF specifications: minimum value of Q2
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Further remarks on dependence on Q2
min
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The fit quality is similar for NLO and NNLO.  The NLO Q2>3.5 GeV2 fit is illustrated

Improvement since HERAPDF1.0

HERAPDF2.0:  new data and new QCD fit 
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Improvement since HERAPDF1.0

HERAPDF2.0:  new data and new QCD fit 
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Q2>3.5

NLO NNLO

HERAPDF2.0:  NLO and NNLO fits Q2>3.5 GeV2
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So the q-qbar luminosity at high-x comes down

And the g-g luminosity a high-x goes up

• HERAPDF1.0 had a rather hard high-x 

sea, harder than the gluon (within large 

uncertainties).This is no longer the case 

and uncertainties are much reduced

• HERAPDF1.0 had a soft high-x gluon this 

moves to the top of its previous error band

• Valence shapes have changed due to 

much more data at high x

Compare HERAPDF2.0 to HERAPDF1.0 at NLO
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HERAPDF gets d-valence 

directly from the proton, not 

from assuming 

d in proton = u in neutron

Compare HERAPDF2.0 to other PDFs  at NLO
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Fits are compatible 

There is greater uncertainty at low-x for Sea and glue there is some small 

change of gluon and sea shape at low-x. 

At large x gluon and sea and valence are all similar

There is no bias at high scale due to the inclusion of the lower Q2, lower x data

within the kinematic region of the LHC

Compare HERAPDF2.0 with Q2>10GeV2 to the standard fit at NLO  
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Reduction in gluon uncertainty both at low-x and high-x.

A lot of this reduction is because the model variation due to variation of Q2 cut is 

not as dramatic now that we have more data. 

Compare HERAPDF2.0 to HERAPDF1.5 at NNLO
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This uncertainty on the gluon 

decreases and it moves to the 

lower end of its previous error 

band

So this uncertainty on the g–g 

luminosity will also decrease



Fits are VERY compatible at high-x ---like in NLO case

BUT the difference in shape for low-x Sea and gluon– has now become pronounced- fits are no 

longer compatible

There is still no bias from including the lower Q2, lower x data in the fits if we move to  LHC scales

For the ATLAS,CMS kinematic regimes.

However at very low-x – and moderate Q2 as in LHCb --the NNLOfit for Q2min=10 cannot be used-

-- does this indicate a breakdown of DGLAP at low  x?– beyond our scope 

Compare HERAPDF2.0 with Q2>10GeV2 to the standard fit at NNLO  
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What is coming?

Not just the final version of this but extended studies.

• An LO version of HERAPDF2.0 (LO HERAPDF1.5 already exists)

• Combined xF3 and EW unification plots

• Study of various alternative parametrisations 

• Consideration of the shape of strangeness

• Use of MC as well as hessian uncertainties

• Use of charm data in the fit- already used to restrict the range of the parameter Mc
opt

• Use of beauty data - used to restrict the range of the parameter Mb
opt

• Use of HERA jet in the fit data – to improve the high x gluon PDF and to make a 

simultaneous αS(MZ) and PDF fit

• FFN fits as well as GMVFN fits 

This is all to be in the paper which is forthcoming (as well as the data of course) .

It is now in 2nd circulation through the collaboration.

We expect the final reading and sending to the DESY directorate for sign-off 

on March 17th
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This is not new it is HERAPDF1.5 +jets, just to illustrate the main point

Take the usual fit And free αS(MZ) But now add HERA jet data

No jets

Plus jets 
And look at what happens 

to your ability to determine 

αS(MZ)
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What then?

• Well HERA has not quite finished. There are further charm data, not in the 

charm combination paper, and there are beauty data which could be combined.

• We plan a further heavy flavour combination paper which could have a 

‘HERAPDF2.1’ extension

• A simultaneous fit to PDFs and contact interaction terms in under study

• So far we just combined unpolarised data. We plan to combine it preserving the 

polarisation and do simultaneous electroweak and PDF fits for the NC couplings

And beyond HERA 

• The move to use HERAPDF2.0 rather than 1.0 as the basis for the ATLAS and 

CMS PDF fits using the HERAFitter framework arXiv1410.4412

• Extend the HERAFitter framework to many more processes ….

• Examples of the use of HERA+ATLAS/CMS data using HERAFItter are in many 

other talks at this workshop ,plus the PROSA  group



au/vu ad/vd au/ad vu/vd contours from a previous ZEUS analysis
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Back-up
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These are the comparisons of the fit to the NCe+p data at low Q2

The fit with Q2>10 misses the lower Q2 data in a systematic matter – worse at 

low-x and low Q2--- (not just at high-y )

NLO

Q2>3.5 GeV2

NLO

Q2>10 GeV2

Reminds us of this?
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NNLO

Q2>3.5 GeV2

NNLO

Q2>10 GeV2

Going to higher orders does not improve the fit at low-Q2, low-x


